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A search for highly ionizing particles produced in proton-proton collisions at 8 TeV center-of-mass
energy is performed by the ATLAS Collaboration at the CERN Large Hadron Collider. The data set used
corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 7.0 fb−1. A customized trigger significantly increases the
sensitivity, permitting a search for such particles with charges and energies beyond what was previously
accessible. No events were found in the signal region, leading to production cross section upper
limits in the mass range 200–2500 GeV for magnetic monopoles with magnetic charge in the range
0.5gD < jgj < 2.0gD, where gD is the Dirac charge, and for stable particles with electric charge in
the range 10 < jzj < 60. Model-dependent limits are presented in given pair-production scenarios, and
model-independent limits are presented in fiducial regions of particle energy and pseudorapidity.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.93.052009
I. INTRODUCTION
The multi-TeV energy regime accessible at the CERN
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) enables the exploration of
uncharted territories of particle physics. A new massive
particle would represent a dramatic deviation from the
predictions of the Standard Model, and such a spectacular
discovery would lead to fundamental insights and critical
theoretical developments. This paper presents a dedicated
search for a long-lived highly ionizing particle (HIP)
signature in the ATLAS detector. Such a signature differs
from those of the known objects (e.g., electrons, muons,
and jets) reconstructed in ATLAS and would be missed by
analyses that rely only on such objects. HIP signatures can
arise at LHC energies as an important feature of physics
beyond the Standard Model, for example, in theories of
magnetic monopoles and dyons, strange quark matter,
Q-balls, and stable microscopic black-hole remnants [1,2].
TheDirac argument [3,4] addresses the problemof electric
charge quantization by postulating the existence of particles
possessing magnetic charge. The lightest magnetic monop-
ole would be stable and carry a magnetic charge that is a











where e is the elementary electric charge and αe is the fine
structure constant. With the introduction of a magnetic








which is very large, precluding any perturbative calculation
of monopole production processes. In terms of ionization
energy loss at high velocity, a monopole with the Dirac
charge corresponds to an electrically charged particle with
charge jzj ≈ 68.5. Amonopolewould thusmanifest itself as a
HIP, as would any highly charged stable particle. In addition
to the Dirac argument, topological monopole solutions
arise naturally in unification theories with gauge symmetry
breaking [5,6]. Monopole solutions are also allowed in the
electroweak theory itself with a mass at the TeV scale and
an elementary magnetic charge that is twice the Dirac
charge [2,7].
Searches for monopoles have been carried out in cosmic-
ray experiments [8–14], in matter [15–18], and at colliders
[1,19–27]. The high luminosity and energy of LHC
collisions mean that monopoles (and other HIPs) can be
probed at higher masses and to greater precision than was
previously accessible [28]. In 2010, ATLAS initiated the
search for HIPs at the LHC by considering a particle
producing a region of high ionization density in the
transition radiation tracker (TRT) and slowing down and
stopping in the electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter [29].
Since energy loss by bremsstrahlung and eþe− pair
production is negligible for HIPs, the ionization energy
deposit in the EM calorimeter is narrower than that
associated with electrons and photons, which induce an
EM shower. This stopping signature applies to HIPs with
charge jzj≳ 10, while particles with lower charges have
been probed at ATLAS and CMS using a muon-like
signature [30,31]. The stopping signature was used at
ATLAS to set the first constraints on the production of
magnetic monopoles carrying a single Dirac charge
(jgj ¼ 1.0gD) in pp collisions at 7 TeV center-of-mass
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energy [25]. This first monopole search at the LHC relied
on an electron trigger. A new dedicated ATLAS trigger
designed to improve the sensitivity to the stopping HIP
signature and access new regions of HIP charge is used in
the present search. Further improvements with respect to
the previous analyses include a larger integrated luminosity,
higher center-of-mass energy, extension of the signal
acceptance to the detector forward regions (pseudorapidity
[32] up to jηj ¼ 2), interpretation for a magnetic charge jgj
up to twice the Dirac charge as well as for an electric charge
jzj between 20 and 60, and an interpretation for spin-0 HIPs
in addition to spin-1=2 for the model-dependent limits.
II. ATLAS DETECTOR
The ATLAS experiment [33] is a multipurpose particle
physics detector with a forward-backward symmetric
cylindrical geometry and near 4π coverage in solid angle.
In the ATLAS detector, the HIP signature can be readily
distinguished using the transition radiation tracker in the
inner detector (ID) and the liquid-argon sampling electro-
magnetic calorimeter.
Tracking in the inner detector is performed by silicon-
based detectors and an outer tracker, the TRT, using straw
tubes with particle identification capabilities based on
transition radiation. The TRT is divided into barrel
(covering the pseudorapidity range jηj < 1.0) and end
cap (0.77 < jηj < 2.0) components. A track typically
comprises 32 straw hits. In the front-end electronics of
the TRT, discriminators are used to compare the straw-tube
signal against low and high thresholds. HIPs would
produce a large number of high-threshold (HT) hits along
their trajectories, due to both the high ionization of the HIP
and the high density of δ-rays emitted from the material
along the trajectory of the HIP. The amount of ionization in
a straw tube needed for a TRT HT hit is roughly equivalent
to three times that expected from a minimum ionizing
particle.
A thin superconducting solenoid magnet surrounding
the tracking section of the ATLAS detector produces a field
of approximately 2 T parallel to the beam axis. The ID
and solenoid together represent an amount of material of
approximately two radiation lengths for jηj < 0.7 and three
radiation lengths elsewhere.
Liquid-argon sampling EM calorimeters, which com-
prise accordion-shaped electrodes and lead absorbers,
surround the ID and solenoid. The EM calorimeter in
the pseudorapidity ranges jηj < 1.475 (barrel) and 1.375 <
jηj < 2.5 (end cap) is segmented transversely and divided
into three layers in depth, denoted as the first (EM1),
second (EM2), and third (EM3) layer, respectively. In the
pseudorapidity range jηj < 1.8, an additional presampler
layer in front of the accordion calorimeter is used to provide
a measurement of the energy lost in front of the calorim-
eters [33]. The presampler, EM1, and EM2 layers in the
barrel represent an amount of material of approximately
0.5, 4.3, and 16.5 radiation lengths, respectively. The noise
level in the EM calorimeter is typically 200 MeV or less.
The robustness of the EM calorimeter energy reconstru-
ction has been studied in detail and pulse shape predictions
are consistent with the measured signals [34].
Beyond the EM calorimeter, in the barrel region, the
ATLAS hadronic calorimeter is made of scintillator tiles
and steel absorber plates. It comprises a barrel in the
pseudorapidity range jηj < 1.0 and an extended barrel in
the range 0.8 < jηj < 1.7. Liquid-argon hadronic end cap
calorimeters cover the range 1.5 < jηj < 3.2. The noise
level in the hadronic calorimeter is typically 100 MeV
or less.
The ATLAS data were filtered by a three-level trigger
system that reduced the rate from 20 MHz to ∼400 Hz.
Level 1 (L1) is a hardware-based trigger that, for the
purposes herein, identifies regions of interest (ROI) asso-
ciated with energy deposits in the calorimeter. The level-2
and event filter triggers are implemented in software, with
detector information corresponding to the ROI accessible
by the level-2 trigger, whereas the full detector information
is accessible by the event filter.
The stopping power of a HIP in matter depends on its
charge, mass, and energy (but not on its spin), as well as
the material traversed along its path. Details of the ATLAS
geometry are given in Ref. [33] in terms of number of
radiation lengths X0, as a function of depth and pseudor-
apidity. In this search, a HIP candidate must deposit energy
in the EM calorimeter to be selected by the level-1 trigger.
In 8 TeV collisions, this limits the range of HIP charges
that can be probed in ATLAS to jgj ≤ 2.0gD for magnetic
charge and jzj ≤ 60 for electric charge.
III. SIMULATIONS
The MADGRAPH5 Monte Carlo (MC) event generator
[35] is used to estimate production cross sections and to
generate signal events where HIPs are produced in pairs
from the initial pp state via quark-antiquark annihilation
into a virtual photon. This process is modeled by assuming
leading-order Drell-Yan (DY) heavy charged-particle
pair production, where the coupling is obtained by scaling
the photon-electron coupling by the square of the HIP
electric or magnetic charge (e.g., a factor 68.52 for a Dirac
monopole). In the absence of a consistent theory describing
the coupling of the HIP to the Z boson, such a coupling is
set to zero in the MADGRAPH5 model. HIP production
models suffer from large uncertainties due to the large
coupling of the HIP to the photon precluding any pertur-
bative calculation beyond leading order. For magnetic
monopole pair production, the coupling is described by
Eq. (2). The CTEQ6L1 [36] parton distribution functions of
the proton are employed and PYTHIA version 8.175 [37,38]
is used for the hadronization and the underlying-event
generation. Direct pair production implies that the HIPs are
not part of a jet and are thus isolated.
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Given the production model uncertainties, the impact
that a change in model would have on the angular
distributions and cross sections is investigated by also
considering spin-0 DY HIP production. In addition to lower
cross sections, angular momentum conservation dictates
that DY production of spin-0 HIPs is suppressed near the
phase-space thresholds due to the fact that the intermediate
(virtual) photon has spin-1. Thus, spin-1=2 and spin-0 HIPs
have different angular distributions, providing a measure
of how model uncertainties affect the search acceptance.
The spin-0 samples are generated using MADGRAPH5, as
described above.
The model-independent interpretation does not assume a
particular production mechanism. For this, single-particle
HIP samples with uniform distributions in HIP kinetic
energy and pseudorapidity, in the ranges Ekin < 3000 GeV
and jηj < 2.5, respectively, are used to determine the
selection efficiencies in regions of kinematic phase space.
Since the interaction of HIPs with material is spin inde-
pendent [39,40], these efficiencies are identical for spin-0
and spin-1=2 HIPs.
The DYand single-particle samples, which have approx-
imately 20 000 and 50 000 events, respectively, are pro-
duced for HIPs with masses m equal to 200, 500, 1000,
1500, 2000, and 2500 GeV. For each mass point, magnetic
monopoles are simulated for magnetic charges jgj (in units
of the Dirac charge gD) 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0. Separate
samples of HIPs are produced with electric charges jzj
(in units of the elementary charge) 10, 20, 40, and 60.
The single-particle and spin-1=2 DY samples are proc-
essed by the ATLAS detector simulation [41] based on
GEANT4 [42]. In addition to the standard ionization process
based on the Bethe-Bloch formula, the particle interaction
model includes secondary ionization by δ-rays. For monop-
oles, a modified Bethe-Bloch formula is used to account for
the velocity-dependent Lorentz force [39,40]. The effect of
the ATLAS solenoid magnetic field (bending of trajectories
of electrically charged particles and acceleration of mag-
netic monopoles) is included in the equations of motion.
A correction for electron-ion recombination effects in the
EM calorimeter (Birks’ law) is applied, with typical visible
energy fractions between 0.1 and 0.4 for the signal particles
considered [43]. Trigger efficiency losses for slow particles
arriving at the calorimeter later than highly relativistic
particles (and therefore being assigned to the wrong bunch
crossing) are simulated. Particles arising from multiple
interactions in the same or neighboring bunch crossings
(“pileup”) are overlaid on both the pair-production and
single-particle samples to reflect the conditions of the data
sample considered in the search. This full detector simu-
lation of HIPs uses significant computing resources and,
hence, was not performed for spin-0 DY HIPs.
A data-driven method is used to estimate backgrounds
surviving the final selections (see Sec. VI). Two samples
of simulated background events are used to increase
confidence in the modeling of the relevant observables.
These are labeled W → νe and DY → eþe− and corre-
spond to electroweak processes in which W bosons, and Z
bosons or virtual photons, decay to electrons. Both samples
are generated with POWHEG [44] and then passed through
PYTHIA8 with the AU2 CT10 set of tuned MC parameters
[45] for hadronization and parton showering.
IV. TRIGGER
At level 2, standard ATLAS EM triggers implicitly
require energy deposition in the EM2 layer and thus are
unable to capture HIPs that stop in EM1 or in the
presampler. Furthermore, conditions for 8 TeV collisions
include either high thresholds on the transverse energy,
ET ¼ E sin θ, for photon triggers or tight requirements on
track quality and isolation for electron triggers (severely
impairing HIP searches due to the effects of long-range
δ-rays). Thus, a new level-2 trigger dedicated to HIP
searches was developed and deployed in 2012. The
level-2 HIP trigger has no EM energy requirements beyond
level-1 and yields the maximum acceptance to HIPs that the
ATLAS geometry can possibly allow using calorimeter-
based level-1 triggers. Crucially, this provides access to
HIPs with higher charges and lower energies. A low rate
is achieved by imposing requirements on the number
and fraction of TRT HT hits in a narrow region around
the level-1 calorimeter ROI.
A. HIP trigger selection
The lowest threshold unprescaled level-1 calorimeter
trigger [46] in 2012 is used to seed the level-2 HIP trigger.
The L1 trigger selects calorimeter towers exceeding an
η-dependent ET threshold between 18 and 20 GeV and
containing less than 1 GeV in the corresponding region of
the hadronic calorimeter. The hadronic energy veto has a
small impact on a HIP pair-produced signal in 8 TeV
collisions, since only a negligible fraction of HIP candi-
dates with equivalent charge 1.0gD or higher would possess
enough energy to enter the hadronic calorimeter.
The HIP trigger algorithm reconstructs two variables: the
number of TRT HT hits, NtrigHT, and the fraction of all TRT
hits that are HT hits, ftrigHT, in a wedge of 0.015 rad in ϕ
defined within the level-1 ROI. The center of this wedge is
determined as the location of the bin with the highest
number of TRT HT hits among 20 bins each of 0.01 rad
in ϕ around the ROI center. The ROI η information is also
used to identify and count only the hits in the parts of the
TRT that cover the corresponding η regions.
The selection was defined as NtrigHT > 20 and f
trig
HT > 0.37
as a compromise between controlling the rate and ensuring
a high signal efficiency. The rate of events passing these
requirements is dominated by chance occurrences in multi-
jet events where more HT hits than usual are produced
in the ϕ wedge defined by the trigger, either due to
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overlapping charged particles within the same straws or due
to electronic noise.
B. Trigger performance in 8 TeV collisions
The HIP trigger rate was in the range 0.4–0.7 Hz from
its deployment in September 2012 until December 2012.
The integrated luminosity collected during this period was
7.0 fb−1 of 8 TeV proton-proton collision data. The rate is
found to be lower at higher instantaneous luminosities,
which correspond to the beginning of the runs when more
populated bunches produce higher pileup. This is explained
by the observation that ftrigHT is sensitive to pileup: additional
collisions per bunch crossing produce additional soft tracks
that contaminate the ϕ wedge with low-threshold hits,
thus reducing the HT hit fraction. This can affect the signal
efficiency as well.
The dedicated HIP trigger provides a considerable
acceptance gain by capturing HIP candidates that stop in
the first EM calorimeter layer, or even in the EM presam-
pler. With 2012 pileup conditions, a monopole candidate
that is within the acceptance of the TRT and has passed
the level-1 trigger requirements would have a high (≳90%)
probability to satisfy the HIP trigger algorithm. The
efficiency drops off for HIP candidates of sufficiently high
energy that have a high probability to penetrate through to
the hadronic calorimeter and provoke the level-1 hadronic
veto. The available models of HIP production predict the
energy distribution to peak in the range 100–500 GeV (see
Ref. [28] and references therein), in which a large fraction
of jgj ¼ 1.0gD monopole candidates are recovered by the
HIP trigger, as compared to existing photon triggers. As
an example, the HIP trigger acceptance times efficiency
in the DY spin-1=2 monopole pair-production model
for jgj ¼ 1.0gD and m ¼ 1000 GeV is ð24.6 0.3Þ%,
while for the 120 GeV single-photon trigger it is only
ð3.1 0.1Þ%. For the charges and masses considered in
this search, only HIPs with β > 0.4 would be energetic
enough to reach the EM calorimeter to be selected by the
L1 trigger. The introduction of the HIP trigger reduces the
minimum kinetic energy needed to trigger on jgj ¼ 2.0gD
monopoles from ∼1500 GeV to ∼900 GeV.
V. EVENT SELECTION
The event selection starts by identifying energy deposits
(“clusters”) in the EM calorimeter and associating them
with a region with a high fraction of HT hits in the TRT.
EM cluster candidates are constructed by the EM topo-
logical cluster algorithm [47], which starts with a seed EM
calorimeter cell with large signal-to-noise ratio, iteratively
adds neighboring cells with a threshold defined as a
function of the expected noise, and finishes by including
all direct neighbor cells on the outer perimeter. This
algorithm is very efficient for reconstructing clusters from
HIP energy depositions. Topological cluster formation does
not require energy deposits in EM2, allowing the
reconstruction of clusters from HIPs that stop in EM1 or
in the EM presampler in addition to those that stop in EM2.
In the TRT barrel, the TRT hit-counting region is a
rectangular road of constant width4 mm in the transverse
plane centered around the region in ϕ with the highest
density of HT hits. In the TRT end cap, a wedge of
Δϕ ¼ 0.006 is used instead. The hit-counting procedure
is described in more detail in Ref. [25].
The selection is designed to reduce Standard Model
backgrounds while retaining HIP signal candidates and
relies on the following variables:
(i) fHT: the fraction of TRTHThits in a road orwedge, as
described above, matched to an EM cluster. Com-
pared to how the TRT hits are counted in Ref. [25], a
slight improvement is made in the central (jηj < 0.1)
region and in the TRT barrel–end cap transition
region (0.77 < jηj < 1.06), which yields a higher
signal efficiency. In the central region, the TRT is
split between η < 0 and η > 0 barrels and fHT is
computed separately for each TRT component. The
maximum value obtained from either of these com-
ponents separately or combined is selected as the new
fHT value. Similarly, in the transition region, fHT is
recomputed by considering the barrel and the end
cap separately as well as together.
(ii) E0, E1, and E2: the energy belonging to an EM
calorimeter cluster contained in the presampler,
EM1, and EM2, respectively.
(iii) w0, w1, and w2: the fraction of EM cluster energy
contained in the two most energetic cells in the
presampler, four most energetic cells in EM1, and
five most energetic cells in EM2, respectively. This
provides a measure of the energy dispersions in
each EM calorimeter layer, with values around
unity (occasionally exceeding unity due to negative
cell-noise energies) corresponding to the minimum
dispersion, as expected for HIPs. The number of
cells chosen was optimized by maximizing the
discrimination power between HIPs and electron
backgrounds, accounting for the different granular-
ities in the different EM calorimeter layers.
(iv) w: a combination of the three energy dispersion
variables above, defined as the arithmetic mean
of all wi (i ¼ 0,1,2) for which Ei exceeds a 5 GeV
threshold. This threshold ensures that the energy
dispersion in a layer that is not traversed by a
HIP is not included, since this layer would mostly
contain noise.
The selection criteria, defined below, are chosen so as to
minimally impact the signal efficiency. The optimal fHT
and w cut values that define the signal region maximize the
ratio of signal over square root of the background across all
mass and charge points. The background contribution is
obtained from w − fHT pseudodata generated by randomly
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sampling the individual one-dimensional distributions of
fHT and w in collision data. In order to exclude the
possibility of generating data points from the signal region
in the pseudodata, only candidate events with w < 0.8
are used to generate the one-dimensional fHT distribution
and candidate events with fHT < 0.6 are used to generate
the one-dimensional w distribution. At each stage, events
without any candidates satisfying the criteria are discarded.
(1) The HIP trigger criteria must be satisfied.
(2) Preselection: clusters with ET > 16 GeV in the EM
calorimeter and associated with a region in the TRT
satisfying fHT > 0.4 are selected. This efficiently
identifies the cluster candidates that triggered the
event, plus possible additional candidates in the
same event. If multiple candidates are found within
a window Δϕ × Δη ¼ 0.05 × 0.1, only the cluster
with the highest summed energy in the presampler
and EM1 layers is kept.
(3) EM layers: it is required that at least one of the
E0 > 5 GeV or E1 > 5 GeV requirements is satis-
fied for the selected cluster candidate. This rejects
backgrounds where there is only energy in EM2
(while a HIP penetrating EM2 must necessarily have
also gone through the preceding layers).
(4) Pseudorapidity: cluster candidates are selected in
the range 0 < jηj < 1.375 or 1.52 < jηj < 2.0. The
EM calorimeter barrel–end cap transition regions
are excluded to ensure the robustness of the w
variable.
(5) Hadronic veto: cluster candidates with less than
1 GeV hadronic calorimeter energy calculated using
the hadronic barrel and extended barrel calorimeters
are selected. This criterion ensures that the efficiency
of the level-1 trigger hadronic veto is well accounted
for in the simulation.
(6) Single candidate: in case of multiple candidates
in the same event, only the candidate with highest
fHT is kept. This has a negligible impact on signal
efficiencies while ensuring a consistent event-based
background estimate from data.
(7) EM dispersion: candidates with w ≥ 0.94 are
selected.
(8) TRT HT hits: candidates with fHT ≥ 0.70 are
selected.
The last two selection criteria on w and fHT are very
effective at reducing backgrounds and at the same time
retaining potential signals, as shown in Table I and in Fig. 1.
These two variables are only slightly correlated, such
TABLE I. Number of events at each stage of the selection in
data and in representative simulated signal samples (DY spin-
1=2, m ¼ 1000 GeV, and charges jgj ¼ 1.0gD and jzj ¼ 40). See
text for descriptions of the selection criteria. The percentages
given in parentheses are relative efficiencies with respect to
previous lines.
Data jgj ¼ 1.0gD jzj ¼ 40
Total MC    26 502 23 848
Level-1 trigger    7962 (30.0%) 6319 (26.5%)
HIP trigger 854 130 6526 (82.0%) 4481 (70.9%)
Preselection 600 358 (70.3%) 6503 (99.7%) 4431 (98.9%)
EM layers 591 627 (98.5%) 6503 (100%) 4421 (99.8%)
Pseudorapidity 501 304 (84.7%) 6242 (96.0%) 4072 (92.1%)
Hadronic veto 498 993 (99.5%) 6242 (100%) 4071 (100%)
EM dispersion 3 6224 (99.7%) 4065 (99.9%)
TRT HT hits 0 6195 (99.5%) 4018 (98.8%)
w
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FIG. 1. Distributions of the EM energy dispersion w (left) and fraction of TRT HT hits fHT (right) at the last stage of the event selection
(prior to the requirements on these two variables). Electroweak background MC samples with electrons in the final state (luminosity-
weighted) as well as signal samples of various HIP charges and m ¼ 1000 GeV (luminosity-weighted × 500) are also shown. Multijet
processes (not simulated) are responsible for most of the candidates observed in data.
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that control regions for the data-driven background esti-
mate can be defined (see Sec. VI and Fig. 4). The EM
dispersionw is independent of the HIP mass and charge due
to the absence of an EM shower. The energy loss of a HIP
is proportional to the square of the charge. Thus, HIPs
with higher charge produce more TRT HT hits, yielding a
higher fHT. No significant dependence on the HIP mass is
expected for fHT.
A. Selection efficiencies in fiducial kinematic regions
Following the example of previously published
ATLAS HIP searches [25,29], fiducial regions of the
HIP kinematic parameter space are identified in which
the selection efficiency is high and uniform. This permits
an interpretation of the results that does not depend on the
assumed model of HIP production. The fiducial regions
can be defined in terms of HIP kinetic energy and
pseudorapidity and need to be determined separately
for each value of HIP charge and mass, using the fully
simulated single-particle HIP samples described in
Sec. III. Since the efficiency within the region is uniform
by definition, the search results can then be interpreted
in any model of HIP production by counting the number
of events within the region.
The minimum particle kinetic energy to which the search
is sensitive depends on the amount of material that a HIP
needs to traverse before reaching the EM calorimeter.
The maximum energy depends on the amount of material
before the HIP reaches the hadronic calorimeter (where it
provokes the hadronic veto of the level-1 trigger). From
simple geometric considerations, in the EM barrel, this
material is roughly proportional to ðsin θÞ−1, while in the
EM end cap it varies as ðcos θÞ−1. Therefore, the η
dependence of the minimum and maximum energy values
can be canceled out to first order by defining them in terms
of transverse kinetic energy (EkinT ¼ Ekin sin θ) in the EM
barrel region (jηj < 1.475) and longitudinal kinetic energy
(EkinL ¼ Ekin cos θ) in the EM end cap region (jηj > 1.475).
As can be seen in Fig. 2 in the case of three represen-
tative signals, fiducial regions in the EkinT versus jηj plane
appear as rectangles for the EM barrel region. Likewise,
rectangles can be defined in the EkinL versus jηj plane for the
EM end cap regions. The reduced efficiency in the TRT
barrel–end cap transition region (0.77 < jηj < 1.06) visible
in Fig. 2 (top left) motivates the consideration of a third
region between jηj ¼ 1.0 and the end of the EM calorimeter
barrel.
The rectangles that define the fiducial regions are
determined by first dividing the EkinT (E
kin
L for the EM
end caps) versus jηj plane into bins of size 25 GeV × 0.05
and using an algorithm that identifies the largest rectangular
region for which the average selection efficiency across all
bins inside the region is larger than 90% with a standard
deviation lower than 12.5%. The value of the standard
deviation cut was chosen as a compromise between
performance of the algorithm and a well-defined efficiency
of a region. For some mass and charge points, such regions
are too narrow to be found with this definition, hence,
no model-independent cross section limit is obtained for
those points. In particular, no fiducial region was found
for HIPs with electric charge jzj ¼ 10 for any mass point.
Figure 3 shows the various identified fiducial regions
in jηj (top left) as well as the regions in EkinT corresponding
to the two jηj regions in the barrel (top right and bottom
left) and the regions in EkinL corresponding to the jηj region
in the end cap (bottom right), for all relevant mass and
charge points.
B. Selection efficiencies in pair-production models
Fully simulated events are used to determine selection
efficiencies for a DY fermion (spin-1=2) pair-production
process for electric as well as magnetic charges. The
selection efficiencies for spin-0 DY HIPs, which were
not fully simulated, are determined as follows: fine effi-
ciency maps (finely binned in kinetic energy and pseudor-
apidity) were obtained from fully simulated single-particle
samples and folded with the generator-level spin-0 DY
angular distributions. As a cross-check, the same method
applied to spin-1=2 DY HIPs was found to give results no
more than 9% discrepant from those obtained using the
fully simulated spin-1=2 DY sample.
As discussed in Sec. IV B, the main losses in all cases are
due to the acceptance of the level-1 trigger. In particular, for
high charges, a large fraction of the HIPs produced in DY
events lose all their energy and stop before they reach the
EM calorimeter. The acceptance for DY-produced monop-
oles with charge jgj ¼ 2.0gD is very small, of the order
of 0.1%. For this charge, the ionization energy loss is such
that only monopoles with transverse energy higher than
∼1200 GeV in the barrel and longitudinal energy higher
than ∼1500 GeV in the end cap have a chance to pass the
level-1 trigger. Such energies lie in the extreme tails of
the 8 TeV DY pair-production energy distributions. High-
charge HIPs thus have low acceptances, which are highly
dependent on the tails of the distributions, and hence very
model dependent. For this reason, the search is not
interpreted for DY signals with acceptances lower than
1%. This includes all jgj ¼ 2.0gD mass points as well as
the jgj ¼ 1.5gD, m ¼ 200 GeV point and the jzj ¼ 60,
m ¼ 2000 GeV, and m ¼ 2500 GeV points.
Full selection efficiencies are presented in Table II for
spin-1=2 and spin-0 HIPs in the DY production model for
all masses and charges considered in the search. The mass
dependence comes from differences in energy and angular
distributions, and also from the velocity dependence of
the energy loss, as more massive HIPs have lower β on
average, which leads to lower energy loss for monopoles
(or generally higher energy loss for electrically charged
particles). Spin-0 HIPs have a higher acceptance due to the
narrower angular distribution [35].
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VI. BACKGROUND ESTIMATE
The selection criteria defined in Sec. V efficiently reject
Standard Model backgrounds. In particular, the vast
majority of EM cluster candidates in multijet events feature
broad energy depositions in all three EM layers and few
associated TRT HT hits. Jet backgrounds could pass the full
selection in cases of extremely rare events in which the EM
calorimeter shower shape is misreconstructed such as to
appear very narrow in all EM layers and the trajectories of
several charged particles overlap in the TRT to cross the
same set of straws and produce HT hits. Processes featuring
isolated electrons with transverse momenta exceeding the
level-1 trigger threshold can also constitute backgrounds,
despite their lower cross sections. Those are largely
dominated by W and Z production (described in
Sec. III). Electron showers are narrower than jets, and
such processes lead to a reconstructed w distribution that
lies closer to the signal region, as can be seen in Fig. 1. Near
the signal region, candidates from electrons from W and Z
decays are comparable in yield to candidates from multijet
events. Hot cells in the EM calorimeter do not constitute
backgrounds as they are never found to be associated with
TRT HT hits while remaining isolated.
A fully data-driven background estimate is performed
in this search. This approach is necessary because it is
unrealistic to produce the enormous number of MC events
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FIG. 2. Total selection efficiency (i.e., the fraction of MC events surviving all the criteria listed in Table I) as a function of transverse
kinetic energy (left) or longitudinal kinetic energy (right) and pseudorapidity, for HIPs with mass 1000 GeVand charge jzj ¼ 40 (top),
mass 1000 GeVand charge jgj ¼ 1.0gD (middle), and mass 1500 GeVand charge jgj ¼ 2.0gD (bottom). These plots are obtained using
fully simulated single-particle samples with a uniform kinetic energy distribution between 0 and 3000 GeV. The fiducial regions (as
defined in the text) are indicated by rectangular dashed lines.
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required to model the QCD background, but it also ensures
that all possible background sources, including those not
foreseen, are taken into account. The candidates passing the
selection requirements except for the final EM dispersion
and TRT HT hit criteria are shown in Fig. 4 in the plane
defined by the two remaining discriminating variables, fHT
and w. This plane is divided into A, B, C, and D regions,
where A is the signal region. The main assumption on
|η|
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FIG. 3. Fiducial regions for the HIP charges considered in the search, as defined in Sec. VA. The various line styles correspond to
different HIP masses. The top left plot shows the jηj acceptance ranges, while the other plots show the Ekin acceptance ranges
corresponding to the three different jηj ranges. Blank space means that no fiducial region of high efficiency is found for the
corresponding mass and charge.
TABLE II. Event selection efficiencies (i.e., the fraction of MC events surviving all the criteria listed in Table I) in percent for spin-1=2
(top) and spin-0 (bottom) HIPs with DY production kinematic distributions. The quoted uncertainties are due to MC sample size.
m (GeV) jgj ¼ 0.5gD jgj ¼ 1.0gD jgj ¼ 1.5gD jzj ¼ 10 jzj ¼ 20 jzj ¼ 40 jzj ¼ 60
spin-1=2
200 22.3 0.3 3.5 0.1 0.14 0.03 3.8 0.1 9.7 0.2 11.9 0.2 3.1 0.1
500 33.5 0.3 14.9 0.3 1.16 0.09 6.7 0.2 19.0 0.3 20.0 0.3 6.2 0.2
1000 27.8 0.3 23.4 0.3 3.7 0.1 10.7 0.2 24.6 0.3 16.9 0.3 3.8 0.1
1500 23.7 0.3 22.2 0.3 3.5 0.1 13.8 0.2 22.5 0.3 10.0 0.2 1.43 0.09
2000 16.7 0.3 16.5 0.3 2.8 0.1 15.5 0.3 17.5 0.3 3.7 0.1 0.24 0.03
2500 9.8 0.2 9.8 0.2 1.61 0.09 12.3 0.2 10.2 0.2 1.05 0.07 0.009 0.007
spin-0
200 42.5 0.3 10.0 0.2 0.40 0.04 5.9 0.2 28.0 0.3 27.6 0.3 8.2 0.2
500 53.8 0.3 34.8 0.3 4.1 0.1 9.8 0.2 35.3 0.3 42.1 0.3 15.1 0.2
1000 44.3 0.3 51.1 0.3 11.4 0.2 15.1 0.2 45.7 0.3 37.5 0.3 11.4 0.2
1500 36.5 0.3 49.7 0.3 13.8 0.2 19.9 0.3 47.7 0.3 26.7 0.3 4.8 0.1
2000 30.9 0.3 41.6 0.3 10.9 0.2 25.5 0.3 43.6 0.3 13.2 0.2 1.15 0.07
2500 22.9 0.3 30.8 0.3 6.9 0.2 26.9 0.3 31.7 0.3 4.3 0.1 0.18 0.03
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which the background estimation method relies is that the
ratio of region-A to region-C background events is the same
as the ratio of region-B to region-D background events, or,
in other words, that fHT and w are independent variables.
Detector geometry effects give rise to a correlation due to
the slight pseudorapidity (jηj) dependence of the fHT and w
variables. The correlation is small near the signal region but
increases somewhat at lower w values. This motivates the
choice of w ¼ 0.84 as the lower w limit of the B and D
control regions. The lower fHT limit of the C and D control
regions is governed by the ftrigHT requirement applied by the
level-2 HIP trigger. The absolute value of the Pearson
correlation coefficient is below 0.05 in the control regions.
Given that the expected background is low, the correlations
near the signal region are small, and the limited number of
events precludes dividing the signal region into several
separate jηj regions, the data in the whole jηj range are
used without correction to estimate the backgrounds. The
maximum possible difference between the ratios A/C and
B/D due to correlations is estimated as follows. The B and
D regions are extended to cover the range 0.69 < w < 0.91
and divided into 22 narrow w bins, with bin width chosen
so as to provide sufficient statistics in each bin. The ratio
Bi=Di is computed in each bin i. Taking as the weight the
reciprocal square of the statistical uncertainty in each bin j
(such that j > i), the weighted average of the ratios Bj=Dj
across all bins j > i is computed. This weighted average
deviates from Bi=Di by no more than 40%, which is taken
as the systematic uncertainty in the background estimate
obtained when assuming no correlations.
Another concern is the possibility of signal contamina-
tion in the control regions. Contamination in B is negligible
compared to background yields for all signal samples.
However, contamination in C represents a significant
fraction (more than ∼20%) of the signal for HIPs with
low charges (jgj ¼ 0.5gD, jzj ¼ 10, and jzj ¼ 20), which
produce fewer HT hits in the TRT on average. Before even
knowing how many data events are observed in the signal
region A, it is possible to estimate the expected limit on
this number from a background estimate that takes signal
contamination into account in a likelihood fit. Applying
this method, it is found that signal contamination does not
affect the expected limits in any significant way. As a cross-
check, the expected number of background events in C is
estimated by performing fits to the w distribution observed
in D assuming power-law and exponential functions, which
both describe well the falling part of the distribution.
Taking into account uncertainties obtained by using differ-
ent functions and varying the fit parameters, the extrapo-
lation predicts 4.7 1.0 events in C, compatible with
the three observed events. The fact that the three events
in C do not appear at w values near the peak of the signal
distributions (at w ∼ 1) further supports the claim that they
are not due to low-charge HIPs.
The observed event yields in quadrants B, C, and D,
are 626, 3, and 4615, respectively. The estimated number
of background events in the signal region A, taking into
account statistical uncertainties and systematic uncertain-




¼ 0.41 0.24ðstatÞ  0.16ðsystÞ:
VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Systematic uncertainties that can affect the estimated
signal efficiencies are summarized below. These mostly
concern possible imperfections in the description of the
detector response to HIPs by the simulation.
(i) Electron-ion recombination effects in the sampling
region of the EM calorimeter result in the loss of part
of the energy deposition at high dE=dx values. The
fraction of visible energy is modeled in the ATLAS
simulation using a modified Birks’ law parameter-
ization fitted to heavy-ion measurements in liquid
argon [43]. Varying the fraction of visible energy
within its uncertainties results in a ∼10% effect in
efficiency for typical signals.
(ii) The fraction of HIPs that stop in the detector prior to
reaching the EM calorimeter is affected by the
assumed amount of material in the geometry de-
scription used by the GEANT4 simulation. Varying
the simulated material density in the inner detector
within the assumed uncertainties (which can range
from 5% to 15% [48]) leads to a ∼5% uncer-
tainty in signal acceptance. This uncertainty is
higher for charges jgj ¼ 1.5gD and jzj ¼ 10 with a
value of ∼10%.
(iii) Secondary ionization by δ-rays affects the TRT hit
patterns. The kinetic energy threshold below which
w































 = 1000 GeVm
Data
-1 = 8 TeV,  7.0 fbs
ATLAS  
FIG. 4. Candidates seen in data (color scale) and in a repre-
sentative simulated signal sample (black squares) in the fHT
versus w plane, at the last stage of the event selection (prior to the
requirements on these two variables). The number of background
events in the signal region (A) is estimated using the left and
bottom bands (B, D, and C) as control regions, as described in
the text.
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δ-rays are not propagated explicitly in the ATLAS
simulation depends on the GEANT4 “range cut”
parameter. Varying this parameter results in a
∼1% uncertainty in the signal efficiency.
(iv) Pileup affects the efficiency as it adds a non-
negligible number of TRT low-threshold hits inside
the geometrical region considered for the ftrigHT and
fHT variables computed by the HIP trigger and the
offline event selection, respectively. Uncertainties in
pileup modeling and TRT hit occupancy result in
∼3% uncertainty in the signal efficiency.
(v) Cross-talk effects between EM calorimeter cells
affect the wi variables, and this is not fully described
in the simulation. The resulting uncertainty in signal
efficiency is ∼1%.
(vi) For clusters delayed with respect to the expected
arrival time of a highly relativistic particle by more
than 10 ns, which corresponds to β < 0.37, there is a
significant chance that the event is triggered in the
next bunch crossing by the level-1 EM trigger.
However, since HIP candidates selected by the
L1 trigger necessarily have β > 0.4, there are no
significant losses (and no systematic uncertainties)
due to timing effects.
(vii) An uncertainty in the efficiency of ∼1%–3%
accounts for the statistical uncertainty from the
MC signal samples.
(viii) For spin-0 DY HIPs, the relative uncertainty in
efficiency due to the fact that efficiency maps are
used instead of a full simulation is ∼9%.
In addition to the uncertainties listed above, the system-
atic uncertainty due to the luminosity measurement is 2.8%.
It is derived following the same methodology as that
detailed in Ref. [49].
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FIG. 5. Cross section upper limits at 95% confidence level for DY HIP production as a function of HIP mass in various scenarios
(dashed lines with markers). The upper plots are for spin-1=2 HIP production, whereas the lower plots are for spin-0 HIPs. No cross
section limit is shown for mass/charge points with an acceptance lower than 1%. Overlaid on the plots are the leading-order (LO) cross
sections (solid lines).
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VIII. RESULTS
Zero events are observed in the signal region in 7.0 fb−1
of 8 TeV proton-proton collision data, consistent with the
background estimate. This results in an upper limit on the
number of signal events of 3.0 at 95% confidence level in
the data sample.
A. Cross section limits
Cross section limits are driven by the selection efficien-
cies (and their uncertainties) for the various signal hypoth-
eses. They are determined using the full CLs frequentist
method [50] for each of the HIP masses and charges. In the
fiducial regions, a 90% signal efficiency is used (this comes
from the fiducial region definition, see Sec. VA and Fig. 3).
The 95% confidence-level cross section upper limit for the
fiducial regions is 0.5 fb. The cross section limits for DY
pair production are shown graphically as functions of mass
in Fig. 5.
B. Model-dependent mass limits
As has often been pointed out in the literature (e.g., in
Refs. [1,28]), the accuracy of HIP mass limits is ques-
tionable due to the nonperturbative nature of the underlying
process, which renders cross section predictions unreliable.
However, such limits are still useful for comparing results
from different searches that make similar theoretical
assumptions. In Table III, mass lower limits at 95% con-
fidence level are shown, obtained assuming DY production
kinematic distributions for spin-1=2 and spin-0 HIPs.
IX. CONCLUSION
A search for magnetic monopoles and exotic stable
particles with high electric charge was performed with
the ATLAS detector at the LHC using 7.0 fb−1 of 8 TeV pp
collision data using a signature of a highly ionizing particle
stopping in the EM calorimeter. Candidates were selected
by exploiting the measured ionization in the TRT detector
and the shape of the energy deposition in the EM
calorimeter. No events were observed in data in the signal
region. Upper limits on the production cross section were
set for mass and charge points to which the search proves
sensitive. A model-independent upper limit on the produc-
tion cross section of 0.5 fb was obtained for signal particles
with magnetic charge in the range 0.5gD ≤ jgj ≤ 2.0gD
and electric charge in the range 20 ≤ jzj ≤ 60 with masses
between 200 and 2500 GeV. This result is valid in well-
defined fiducial regions of high and uniform event selection
efficiency. Assuming Drell-Yan pair production of spin-1=2
and spin-0 charged massive particles, upper limits on the
production cross section were obtained for 0.5gD ≤ jgj ≤
1.5gD and 10 ≤ jzj ≤ 60 and masses up to 2500 GeV.
These results improve the upper limits on the production
cross section for HIPs in mass and charge regions acces-
sible to preceding experiments, and extend the limits to
masses higher than 1500 GeV. Monopoles with a magnetic
charge higher than jgj ¼ 1.0gD (up to jgj ¼ 2.0gD) and
exotic stable particles with an electric charge higher than
jzj ¼ 17 (up to jzj ¼ 60) were probed for the first time at
the LHC.
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